Dalí-Specific Image and other Audio Visual Resources
The Dalí Museum’s Online Collection
The Dalí Foundation’s Catalog Raisonnée of paintings
The Dalí Foundation’s Catalog Raisonnée objects
Dali in film and advertisements at Ubu
Dali Sound (interviews, opera, etc.) at Ubu

General Image Databases – mostly open access
Wikimedia
A database of 23,201,975 freely usable media files
Flickr Commons
Images from archives, museums, libraries and research centers such as the New York
Public Library, Smithsonian, Library of Congress and Getty Research Institute. The
images have no known copyright restrictions.
Artsy
Online platform for discovering and collecting art, comprising 800,000+ artworks by
80,000+ artists from leading galleries, museums, foundations, and artists’ estates. Some
images may be downloaded.
Public Domain Images and Public Domain Books
A not-for-profit project dedicated to showcasing the most interesting and unusual out-ofcopyright works available online, including images, books, audio and film.
Europeana
Portal with links to over 52,308,086 images, text, video and sounds from European
museums, libraries, archives and audio-visual collections. Choose public domain and/or
Rights Reserved – Free Access images.
VADS
Online resource for visual arts that includes over 100,000 images as well as essays based
on the image collections.

Image collections of museums and libraries
Art museums and large academic, national and some public libraries often mount highresolution images from their collections with reliable metadata and downloading rights on
their websites. Sometimes these images do not appear in other places because they are in
databases or because of naming differences.
Among the best are:
Library of Congress Digital Collections
Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery
40,000+ high-resolution images of Asian and American art, may be used for any noncommercial purpose.
Getty Museum
Free and open content images
Harvard Museums
230,000+ objects from the Fogg, Busch-Reisinger, and Arthur M. Sackler Museums includes ancient through contemporary works.
California State University
100,000+ images, global in coverage and includes all areas of visual imagery. They do ask
that the copyright holder be contacted if the image will be used for a commercial purpose.
Bibliotheque Nationale de France
National Gallery (London) - Paintings
Find paintings from the Western European tradition from the 13th to the 19th centuries.
The British Museum (London) - Collection Search
Search over 2,000,000 records of art, objects, and artifacts from around the world.
The Louvre (Paris) - Search the Collection

Search for art primarily from Western Europe, but also from around the world and many
time periods.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York) - Image Resources
Open-access images of art held by the Met from around the globe. 400,000+
images from the Museum's collections. Some images may be used freely for noncommercial scholarly purposes - look for an "OASC" under the image to verify.
Once the link is open, there is an option to view only works that have ‘open
access.’
National Gallery of Art (Washington D.C.) - Search the Collection
The National Gallery has several slide/tape programs on Asia available for
download or to borrow.
Biblioteca Digital Hispánica
The Hispanic Digital Library is the digital library of the Biblioteca Nacional de España. It
provides access free of charge to thousands of digitised documents, including books
printed from the 15th to the 19th century, manuscripts, drawings, engravings, pamphlets,
posters, photographs, maps, atlases, music scores, historic newspapers and magazines
and audio recordings.
New York Public Library
Over 700,000 items digitized from the New York Public Library's collection including
maps, photos, manuscripts, poster, and illustrations. A ‘rights’ statement is included
under each image, only cautioning commercial use outside of the country.

